ROLE OF DIGITAL SUBTRACTION FLUOROSCOPIC IMAGING IN DETECTING INTRAVASCULAR INJECTIONS
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Complications of unintended intravascular penetration and subsequent injection of local anesthetics and/or other drugs occasionally are devastating. Multiple reports have related to unrecognized intravascular placement of the needle. The generally accepted technique during interventional techniques is intermittent fluoroscopy. In fact, this may miss vascular uptake due to rapid washout. Thus, digital subtraction, the commonly accepted standard for documenting angiography and venography, may be a useful tool for documentation of and/or avoidance of intravascular placement of the needle and subsequent injections with interventional techniques.

This case report involves description of digital subtraction to enhance visualization of contrast distribution during injection. Three series of images are included from atlanto-occipital joint, caudal epidural catheterization, and a cervical transforaminal injection.

The case reports demonstrate that digital subtraction fluoroscopic imaging is superior to intermittent or live fluoroscopy in detecting intravascular injections with interventional techniques.
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Recent concern regarding complications of transforaminal cervical epidural steroid injections with cord infarction and other devastating neurological consequences continues to emerge (1-5). Multiple authors have described unrecognized intravascular injections (6-12). The technique of injecting contrast and then stepping back and taking the x-ray will frequently miss vascular uptake due to rapid washout. Digital subtraction is the commonly accepted standard for documenting angiography and venography. Detection of arterial injection in particular by digital subtraction may provide a sensitive warning sign to the spinal injectionist. Several physicians involved in expert witness testimony have alerted interventional pain physicians to the fact that devastating complications of transforaminal and other spinal injections commonly employed by the interventional pain physician may result in paralysis or death (13). Forty to 50 such cases are known to have occurred over the past couple of years worldwide (2-5, 13).

There is a current lack of sufficient histopathologic and statistical data to understand the mechanism of such injuries. Several potential contributing factors have been proposed, but there is limited support for any of these theories. Common to most of these factors is the mechanism of intravascular injection. Intravascular injection may lead to infarction or neural toxicity. Proposed factors contributing to this are sharp versus blunt needles, size of the needle, particulate versus non-particulate corticosteroids, pressure and/or rate of injection, positioning of the needle tip within the foramen, vascular engorgement, foraminal stenosis, post-injection epidural hematoma, epidural or perineural fibrosis, and inability to recognize vascular injection with commonly employed fluoroscopic guidance techniques (2-12, 13, 14). By enhancing the ability to recognize intravascular injection utilizing digital subtraction fluoroscopy and live injection observation, the frequency of such devastating neurological complications theoretically might be reduced. Over the past year this investigator has used digital subtraction to enhance visualization of contrast distribution during injection and has been impressed that plain fluoroscopy frequently misses both venous and arterial injection, which is often revealed with digital subtraction. This manuscript describes role of digital fluoroscopic imaging in interventional pain management with 3 case reports.

CASE REPORTS

The following images were obtained during spinal injection using an OEC 9800 with digital subtraction capability. The machine was set to subtraction. Two choices were available: create subtraction movies with the right pedal or spot images with the left pedal. With either, the machine will subtract pixel values of an initial scout image pre-injection mask from subsequent images following contrast injection. In theory, the image would only reveal the contrast. Generally, slight patient movement often provides a ghostly skeletal background. At times incomplete subtraction due to patient movement may

Fig 1. Digital subtraction image of vascular filling pattern during attempted entry into atlanto-occipital joint.
yield confusing shadows or highlights. The first series demonstrates an attempted intraarticular entry of atlanto-occipital joint. Thus, during atlanto-occipital joint injection the vertebral artery may be encountered. Figure 1 demonstrates vascular pattern flow during attempted entry into atlanto-occipital joint. This injection was discontinued.

The second series is from a caudal with directional catheter. The first lateral plain film Figure 2a failed to demonstrate significant contrast accumulation after 3 mL of Omnipaque 300 injection. Repeat injection in a lateral view (Fig. 2b) and followed by a posterior-anterior view with additional injection of 2 mL of contrast (Fig. 2c) revealed distinct vascular flow with washout as one observes live continuous subtraction. Subsequent catheter pullback and reintroduction at first presented with a slightly different intravascular pattern (Fig. 2d). The final placement produced the desired L5-S1 result shown in Figure 2e.

The third series is a cervical transforaminal injection. The needle tip was

Fig 2. Caudal Injection with catheter: Figure 2a failed to demonstrate significant contrast accumulation after 3 mL of Omnipaque 300 injection. Repeat injection in a lateral view (Fig. 2b) and followed by a posterior-anterior view with additional injection of 2 mL of contrast (Fig. 2c) revealed distinct vascular flow with washout as one observes live continuous subtraction. Subsequent catheter pullback and reintroduction at first presented with a slightly different intravascular pattern (Fig. 2d). The final placement produced the desired L5-S1 result shown in Figure 2e.

Fig 3. Cervical transforaminal injection: Venous injection was obvious as seen in Figure 3a. Within a few seconds this completely disappeared as shown in Figure 3b. With a slight needle adjustment in Figure 3c partial perineural flow pattern that appears inadequate on this still image was actually primarily vascular on live injection. Final proper contrast spread as seen in Figure 3d.
placed glancing along the bone of the superior articular process just below the joint line about mid level. Venous injection was obvious as seen in Figure 3a. Within a few seconds this completely disappeared as shown in Figure 3b. Thus, one injecting, stepping back and looking would only have seen the lack of contrast accumulation, but miss the vascular flow. With a slight needle adjustment partial perineural flow pattern that appears inadequate on this still image was actually primarily vascular on live injection, again proving the need to inject live with the fluor. Final needle repositioning resulted in proper contrast spread as seen in Figure 3d.

DISCUSSION

The vascular supply of the lumbar spine, spinal nerves and cord are well described in Clinical Anatomy of the Lumbar Spine and Sacrum by Budoguk (15). The venous system is valveless (16). In the upper cervical spine this communicates with the sinuses of the cranium and thus brain, as well as radicular and spinal venous plexi. Throughout the spine the venous plexi are extensive both intra and extraspinal. Venous injection is a risk with more than transforminal techniques, and could occur with sympathetic blocks and interlaminar injections. Thus a high-pressure inadvertent venous injection may result in CNS toxicity. The radicular and collateral radicular arteries may also be prone to inadvertent injection and thus endanger the cord or segmental nerves with infarction or toxicity. Dilation of veins occurs in the region of spinal pathology (13) creating a higher potential for inadvertent venipuncture.

As digital subtraction can provide a more sensitive warning of vascular injection, it would seem prudent for the spinal injectionist to avail himself of that when available. Digital subtraction is not universally available to spinal injectionists and not the current standard of practice. No data is likely to come forward to support the contention that digital subtraction reduces the risk of neurological disasters from injections because the incidence appears low; a prospective and randomized study of any injection standard change would likely require 100,000 subjects or more to gain statistical meaning.

Disadvantages of the digital subtraction fluoroscopic imaging adds to radiation exposure to the patient, physician and staff. The cost of adding the digital subtraction to a new purchase or to upgrade an existing fluoro unit is not high, but will not likely be compensated. The cost of an entry level digital subtraction package would be approximately 15 thousand to 18 thousand dollars above the base cost of a good c-arm.

Beyond intravascular injection, other complications of spinal injection may cause neurologic sequelae such as intramedullary injection of the cord (17), cardiorespiratory cardiorespiratory arrest (18), and epidural or subdural hematoma (19-21) or abscess (22-24), or from medication errors (25). Many such complications are delayed by hours from the time of injection. Physicians must fully consent our patients including the risks of devastating neurologic complications with spinal injections, and then apply our best prudent practice to reduce risks to a minimum. It has been previously proposed that digital subtraction fluoroscopy may be a useful tool for documentation of epidural contrast spread and perhaps discography (26). When contrast patterns are different from expected, the possibility that one is injecting into unintended conduits or structures should warn the injectionist to reassess and reposition the needle or catheter. Digital subtraction may add to the resolution of such assessment. This presentation may add further weight to the value of digital subtraction as a valuable tool for the interventional pain physician.

CONCLUSION

Recent concern regarding complications of transforminal epidural steroid injections with devastating neurological consequences is justifiable. The accepted technique of intermittent injection of contrast with intermittent fluoroscopy appears to frequently miss vascular uptake due to rapid washout. Digital subtraction fluoroscopic imaging, commonly utilized in documentation of angiography and venography, may be utilized in intervention pain management to enhance detection of intravascular placement of the needle and injections. Thought likely impractical, large scale controlled trials would be required to prove the role of digital subtraction fluoroscopic imaging in interventional pain management.
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